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Abstract 
Piers are important man-made water vessel landing facilities in lakes and seas. A study on the effects of piers on 
water recession was conducted on the Southern shores of Winam Gulf of lake Victoria, Homa Bay County in 
Kenya. It was conducted in three pier points namely Kendu Bay, Kowour/Homa Lime and Homa Bay. The study 
aimed at explaining a phenomenon whereby the Western side of the piers on the Southern shores of the gulf, having 
more water recession than on their Eastern side. This unique phenomenon has not been sufficiently researched on 
hence, instigated the research. It collected data on the length of recession at the sides of the piers, directions of 
water currents flow based on devised simple current simulator and empirical studies. Google map and Landsat 
map techniques were used for aerial data collection. Ground truthing was carried out to corroborate the findings 
of the aerial data based on physical ground measurement and observation. The result had it that the sides of the 
piers facing currents directly were more recessed than the opposite sides. Homa Bay pier had its Western side 38m 
shorter than the Eastern side which had only receded 2m. Kowuor/Homa Lime pier had its Northern side 32m 
more recessed than the Southern side. The drenching works at Kendu Bay pier at the time of study, made it 
impossible to accurately measure its sides under recession. However, it showed the same trend based on Landsat 
and Google maps data. The data were presented using photographs, ‘current rose,’ maps and diagrams.  
Keywords: pier, water recession, current rose, landsat map, simple current simulator 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Introduction of the Problem 
Piers are important man made facilities used for boat and ship landing activities. Many pier points on the Southern 
shores of Winam Gulf experience more water recession than the adjacent shore line. This is evident by a large part 
of land near piers projecting into the waters than the surrounding land. However, one side of the pier adjacent land 
protrudes more into the lake than the opposite side. The pier accelerated recession has made the pier beaches 
shallower and muddier hence inhibiting boat and ship landing activities. Fisher folks, travelers and tourists are 
forced to maneuver through mud to access the boats and buy fish or to board.  This condition has made fisher 
folks, tourist and traders to occasionally shy away from such pier beaches thus affecting trading activities in such 
beaches.  
1.2 Justification of the Study 
First and foremost, there is the need to understand the cause of the pier accelerated recession resulting to imbalance 
of water levels at the sides of the piers. This would help in making sound mind policies in designing location for 
water pumping machines and landing sites for water vessels in relation to the sides of the piers. 
Secondly, nearly all studies on piers globally have focused on scour and not on water recession. In most cases, 
such studies involve pier bridges supported by pillars with their bottom open to allow for water and currents to 
pass (Melville, 2008; Water, 2019; Kossi et al., 2017). Nevertheless, this study considered closed, stone piled 
concrete piers which are synonymous with Winam Gulf. The closed nature of these piers do not allow for exchange 
of water at their sides. Thus, they acted as barriers to water flow. Even though scour was an evident sign at the 
sides of these piers, this did not form part of the study’s scope.  
Finally, most studies on Lake Victoria water recession have focused particularly on the causes of the water decline 
(LVBC, 2006; Mngodo et al., 2005, Okonga et al., 2005; Swenson and Wahr, 2009; UNDP, 2006; Awange et al., 
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2007a. b). Nevertheless, the effects of piers on water recession have not been addressed before. This study aimed 
at explaining a phenomenon whereby the Western side of the piers on the Southern shore of the gulf appears to 
have more water recession than on the Eastern side. The imbalance of water levels on the two sides of the piers is 
a unique phenomenon that has not been sufficiently researched on hence, instigated the research.  
1.3 Literature Review 
Winam Gulf is the narrow section of Lake Victoria in Kenya, extending from Mbita-Rusinga islands up to Kisumu 
Bay. The lake is among the many others experiencing changes in water levels in the world. This phenomenon is 
referred to as ‘Nam Dar’ by the Luo community who occupy the region. The lake has been reported to have 
undergone recession over and again with the first incidence reported by the early expeditions by European 
explorers (Beadle, 1932). The main causes of recession have been attributed to climatic change and anthropogenic 
activities in the lake basins (UNDP, 2006; Awange et al., 2007b). Other lakes that have experienced variations in 
water levels are Okeechobee in U.S.A (Steinman et al., 2002), Tulare lake California USA 
(http://www.waterreduction.org>tulare-1....), Aral sea in Russia (www.ciesin.org/docs/006-238/0), lake Chilwa in 
Malawi (Nagoli et al., 2017), lake Chad and many other lakes in the Rift Valley of Kenya (Ogola et al., 1997; 
Childress et al., 2002; Aloo, 2002). Thus, water recession is a worldwide phenomenon, affecting many water 
sources. 
This study assessed the effects of Kendu-Bay, Kowuor-Homa Lime and Homa Bay piers on water recession on the 
sides of the piers. A pier is a long low structure built in a lake and joined to the land at one end used by water 
vessels for landing (Oxford Dictionary, 2005). Changes in water level in the Lake Victoria have attracted more 
attention and concern from the 20th century due to its immense socio-economic and ecological benefits in the East 
African (E.A) region (Okonga et al., 2005; Kull, 2006; Mngodo et al., 2005; Swenson and Wahr, 2009). 
Nonetheless, these benefits go beyond the (E.A) region to other countries that depend on River Nile such as South 
Sudan, Sudan and Egypt.  
The lake supports directly and indirectly the livelihoods of about 30 million people living around it (“Crisis Looms 
as Lake Victoria Shrinks, 2006”). Hence its recession is a matter of concern to all the inhabitants of the Nile 
ecosystem. A myriad of decrease and increase in the lake water levels have been recorded between 1950 to date 
with the lowest water level recorded in 1952 (Kite, 1982; Nicholson, 1988; Okonga et al., 2005, LVBC, 2006). 
The lake has neither attained its historic high annual level of 1964 nor returned to the levels that characterized the 
first half of the 20th century (Temple, 1969; Kite, 1982; Nicholson and Yin 2001; Swenson and Wahr, 2009). This 
could be attributed to changes in climatic patterns. 
The sharpest rise in the lake water level occurred during the El’Nino rains of early 1960s and 1997 and 1998 
(Nicholson, 1998 and 1999). This led to the increase in the level of the lake water by 2.5m due to the 1960 floods 
caused by over-lake precipitation (Aseto and Ong’ang’a 2003; Kite, 1991). The recent drift in the level of the 
lake’s water has been a matter of concern since 2005 when recession became more significant (USDA 2OO5; 
“Crisis Looms as Lake Victoria Shrinks, 2006”). This is because the lake water levels especially on the southern 
shore of Kenya have not retracted since 2005. This was evident by the number of unused and abandoned boats that 
were still lying in marshes or on dry lands which were once covered by water.  
In contrast, research has also suggested that the level of the lake waters have dropped more than 1.1m below the 
10 years average since 2005 (Kull 2006). This is in concomitance with the findings by National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA), (NASA, (2006); “Is this the Start of the End of Lake Victoria, 2009”). NASA 
Jason-1 satellite also revealed that the lake had reached so low that had not been witnessed before the Owen Falls 
dam was built in 1954. Awange et al. (2007b) attributed this fall in lake water mainly to the expansion of the Owen 
Falls dam (1954), Kiira dam (1999) and the new Naluabaale dam in Uganda. 
The declining water levels in the lake has impacted negatively on the socio-economic and intrinsic values of the 
lake resources and contributed to loss of enormous amount of money (LVBC, 2006).  Kisumu Water and 
Sewerage Company (KIWASCO) for instance spent Kenya shillings 800, 000 (8,000 US Dollars) to extend its 
pumping equipment hanging in the lake (“Crisis Looms as Lake Victoria Shrinks, 2006”). The lake supports the 
livelihood and subsistence economy of the riparian communities as manifested through subsistence agriculture, 
fresh water fisheries, transport, tourism as well as being a source of water for domestic and livestock use (Gichiki 
et al., 2001; Ogutu et al., 2003).   
Lake ports such as Kisumu, Asembo bay, Lwanda-Kotieno on the northern shore and Kendu-Bay, Kowuor/Homa 
Lime, Homa-Bay and Mbita on the southern part of the lake have been un operational due to recession (“Crisis 
Looms as Lake Victoria Shrinks, 2006”). This has affected transportation and trade across the lake as steamers 
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plying these water routes could not dock due to shallow waters. This has resulted to decline in economies of these 
areas as witnessed by stagnation in growth of towns like Kendu-Bay old town which is almost becoming a ruin 
(“Crisis Looms as Lake Victoria Shrinks, 2006”).  
2. Research Methodology 
The study was carried out in the southern shores of Winam Gulf, lake Victoria Kenya covering three pier points 
and their surrounding areas namely Kendu Bay pier lying on latitude 0◦21”N and longitude 34◦28’’E, Kowuor-
Homa Lime pier and Homa Bay pier on latitude 0◦31’’N and longitude 34◦27’’E (GPS Coordinates, 
2019 ...Accessed 28/09/2019). The area experiences a hot and humid modified equatorial climate (Pidwiny and 
Jones, 2009; Awange and Ong’ang’a, 2006).  
The study employed mixed research design since it collected data on both quantitative and qualitative aspects. The 
quantitative data involved the length of recession of the piers while the qualitative data was on direction of currents 
obtained from the devised simple current simulators used to study current direction as well as data on currents 
obtained from the fishermen around the piers. These could be best achieved using the mentioned research design. 
Sample designs used in the study were simple random sampling and purposive sampling involving 30 respondents. 
This number was large enough to provide sufficient information to give a true characteristic picture of the survey 
points.  
The study was made a success with the aid of the following research tools: Interviews, physical measurement of 
the length of the shore near piers undergoing recession using a surveyor’s foot measure. Direct observation was 
used since the shore was naturally available for acquisition of first hand data without necessarily relying on other 
sources. Google map-Landsat technology was used to collect aerial data. Ground truthing was done by physical 
observation and measurement of the length of the shore line-pier water recession.  
From the Landsat and Google maps (Figure 1, 2, 3 and 4), it is clear that the Western side of the piers are more 
























Figure 1. Landsat map data showing Kendu Bay pier and its environs as at 29th September, 2019 
Source: Landsat map, (2019) 
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Figure 2. Google maple data showing Kendu Bay pier and its environs as at 29th September, 2019 
Source: Google map, 2019. 
Empirical evidences showed that from the pier (Figure 2), on the Western side, the lake shore was in uniform 
position as the side of the pier on the Eastern side up to where River Awach’s second distributary from the pier 
enters the lake. This was marked by presence of aquatic weeds such as papyrus reeds, hippo grass, sand mixed 
with shells and marshes. 
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Figure 3. Google (Landsat) map data for Homa Bay pier at the center and other small piers; Shauri Yako to the 
left and Capital fish pier to the right as at 29th September, 2019 
Source: Google map, (2019) 
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Figure 3 (Landsat data) above shows the main pier at the center of the shore. A small pier to the right side of the 
main pier which was mainly used by the defunct Capital fish industry to dock their boats is also observable. To the 
left of the main pier at the center, stands another pier which is the water pumping plant for Homa Bay town located 
at Shauri Yako estate. The ground distance between these piers were approximately 150m and 200m from the main 
pier respectively. A keen observation of the Landsat data (Figure 3) reveals that recession occurred in both sides 
of the piers but it was greater on the main pier as compared to the other two. A further keen observation of the 
piers (Figure 3) shows that the western side of the main pier at the center is more recessed than the Eastern side. 
However, the pier hosting the water pumping plant for Homa Bay to the left side of the main pier is more recessed 
on the Eastern side than on the Western side (Figure 3). Google map (terrain) in figure 4 shows the same 
observation but only on the central main pier since the other two piers were too small to be identified. Ground 
truthing was carried out on the main pier (plate 1) and also reveals the same findings as the Landast data (Figure 
3).  
The study investigated the cause of these phenomena by studying the water current patterns around these two piers 






























Figure 4. A Google map (terrain) showing imbalance of water levels at the sides of Homa Bay pier 
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Figure 4 above shows the magnitude of recession of water on the Western part of the pier. The curved part adjacent 
to the pier was once a strain line shore. 
From the Google map data, ground truthing study was done to corroborate the findings from the Google map 
(terrain) data (Figure 4) and Landsat data (Figure 3).  It involved empirical studies based on ground observation 























Plate 1. A ground general view photograph of Homa bay pier showing the variation on the shore line water level 
on both sides of the pier 
Source: Researcher, (2019c) 
 
Key  
XXX- Beginning of water level from the land on the Western side of the pier after recession. 
YY- Beginning of water level from the land on the Eastern side of the pier after recession.       




Gate A- The first gate from the mainland marking the initial water level on both sides of the pier. 
Gate B- The second gate from the mainland. 
The variation in width of recession between gate A which was used as reference point from the main land and 
point marked XXX was 40m (Plate 1). The distance between gate A and the point marked YY was 2m (Plate 1). 
There were so many scavenging birds of various species on the Western side of the pier but this was a matter of 
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further research.  
To assess the causes of the imbalance of water level at the sides of the piers, duration (Hours in a day) and direction 
of flow of currents and wind in the lake were carried out. This is because wind and water current affect the flow 
of water (Jason et al., 2005) which in turn causes movement of sediments on the lake bed. Wind sock was used to 
study the daily direction and duration (hours in a day) of the prevailing wind on the lake for the months of August 
to October, 2019 and the resultant data was recorded in a wind rose. Duration and direction of prevalence of wave 
and currents responsible for the lake water movement were studied by use of a devised simple current flow 
simulator. The simulator was made up of two elastic strings 2m long and attached to a metal bar on the front side 
of the piers facing the lake. One end of the string was attached to a floater while the other string was attached to a 
semi-buoyant material hence partially floated on water. 
The average direction duration (Hours in a day) of flow of water current (turbulent flow) was recorded on a ‘current 
rose.’ The current rose worked on the principle that as the currents move, they deflected the floater and the semi-
buoyant; partially sub-merged indicator along their direction. This indicated the movement of sediments (materials) 
dragged by water. This study was mainly concerned with the direction and duration of the turbulence flow in the 
southern part of Winam Gulf. Nevertheless, Jason et al. (2005) had an elaborate study of flow of water in the 
Winam Gulf and Rusinga Channel. They found out that more water flows from the main lake into the gulf and 
pressure at the main lake was higher than at the gulf hence more flow into the gulf than the reverse direction. They 
attributed the inflow into the gulf to the Westerly currents and outflow from the gulf to the Easterly currents. Unlike 
studies by Jason et al. (2005) which elaborately investigated the causes of the turbulence flow such as water 
temperature, pressure gradient, depth, velocity, duration and direction of flow, this study only investigated the 
























Figure 5. An illustration of the devised simple current flow simulator. Direction of deflection of the floater and 
the submerged current flow indicator show the direction of water currents. 
Source: Researcher, (2019c) 
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3. Result and Discussion 
The result from the devised simple current flow simulator (Figure 5) is recorded in a ‘current rose’ in figure 6. 
From the figure, currents were mainly skewed Eastwards and Westwards attributed to the Easterlies and Westerly 
currents (Jason et al., 2005). These currents were responsible for deposition of sediments and retention of aquatic 
weeds on the sides of the pier. Since the flow was more skewed towards East (Figure 6), due to strong Westerly 
currents, the Western side of the shore was more recessed than the Eastern side (Figure 2 and 3). The East-West 
recession on the sides of the piers were only particular to Kendu Bay and Homa Bay (main) piers which lie North-



















Figure 6. Current rose showing the direction and average duration of current flow in hours for Kendu Bay and 
Homa bay piers 
Source: Researcher, (2019c). 
 
Despite the North-South orientation of the small water pumping plant pier for Homa Bay at Shauri Yako estate on 
the Western side of the Homa Bay main pier (Figure 3), the Eastern side of the pier was more recessed as compared 
to the Western side. The cause of variation of the sides of the Homa Bay piers recession was attributed to the flow 
of water currents. On the main pier, the simulator was deflected Eastwards on average an indication that water 
currents were skewed Eastwards resulting to more deposition at the Western side of the pier. In contrast, around 
the small water pumping plant pier at Shauri Yako estate, the simulator was deflected Westwards in average, thus, 
currents were skewed Westwards leading to more deposition of sediments at the Eastern side of the pier causing 
recession. This finding is in congruence with the findings of Jason et al. (2005) which shows that currents in the 
Southern section of Winam Gulf flow into Homa bay in a South-East direction then breaks into East-West direction 
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Figure 7. Water flow in Winam Gulf of Lake Victoria 
Source: Jason et al. (2005). 
 
However, at Kowuor/Homa Lime pier which lies at a point where the lake curves out extensively to form Homa 
Bay on the North East part of Homa Bay pier, the findings contradicted those of Homa Bay and Kendu Bay piers. 
The pier assumed West-East orientation to the lake. The study found out that the Northern side of the pier was 32m 
more recessed than the Southern side. The devised simple current simulator at the site showed currents were 
skewed South wards causing deposition of sediments on the Northern side of the pier hence it was more recessed 
than the Southern side (Plate 2). Jason et al. (2005) shows that at this point, water currents flow in a V-shape 
direction; one from the pier area towards South West and another to the area from North West which caused 
sedimentation at the pier’s Northern side (Figure 7).   
From figure 8, it is explicitly clear that water currents flow were skewed North –South wards as was deflected by 
the devised simple current simulator. The Southern skewed currents were responsible for more recession on the 
Northern side of the pier. In contrast, currents on the Southern side of the pier that originated from the pier point 










Water currents flow into 
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Figure 8. Current rose for Kowuor/Homa Lime pier showing direction of the prevailing currents’ flow 



















Plate 2. Water recession at Kowuor/Homa Lime pier 
Source: Researcher, (2019c). 
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The Northern side of the pier was 32m more recessed than the southern side (Plate 2). This was attributed to the 
position of the pier in relation to other piers under the study and change of currents direction from West-East (W-
E) to North-South (N-S) orientation. The N-S current orientation was attributed to more recession on the Northern 
side of the pier as compared to the Southern side. At Homa Bay pier (second longest), the difference in variation 
of water level at both sides of the pier was 40m. At Kendu Bay which was the longest pier, the study could not 
empirically establish the difference of the variations of water levels at the sides of the pier. This was because  of 
the drenching activities carried out by the Kenya Ports Authority (KPA) at the time of the study, nevertheless, the 
Landsat data and Google map (Figure 1,2,3 and 4) explicitly showed that the Western side of the pier was more 
recessed than the Eastern side as per 29th September, 2019 when the data was taken. 
The data from the ‘current rose’ was in concomitance with the fishermen’s responses in the three survey points. 
Other evidence in support of these findings was the presence of aquatic weeds (water hyacinth and Hippo grass) 
dominating one side of the pier than the other. These aquatic weeds were moveable by water currents hence their 
deposition and retention at one side of the pier was a clear testament to the role of water currents to recession and 
variations of water levels at the sides of the piers.  
The study found out that the main land use activities associated with piers on the Southern shore of Winam Gulf 
was trade. This was due to transport activities offered by the piers and fish landing activities which in turn 
contributed to trade. This study found out that water recession at the piers of Kendu Bay and Homa Bay have 
resulted to change in the position of landing of boats as the former boat landing points were located on the Western 
side of the Piers but have shifted to the Eastern side of the pier due to massive recession of water on the Western 
side resulting to boat landing problems and difficulty in accessing the water due to mud and aquatic weed retention 
at the side of the recessed pier.  
4. Conclusion 
In conclusion, the imbalance of water levels at the sides of piers was a product of the direction of flow of water 
currents. Based on the devised simple current simulator findings, currents flowing towards the pier were associated 
with more recession at one side of the pier that on the other side where currents flew away from. In this regard, 
Kowuor/Homa Lime pier had its Northern side measuring 32m shorter than the Southern side with the devised 
simple current simulator skewing North-South direction. Homa Bay pier had its Western side measuring 38m more 
recessed than the Eastern side with the deflection of the devised simple currents simulator skewing West-East 
direction. The more recessed side of the piers were muddier and hindered boat landing and trading activities hence 
such activities shifted to the side of the piers with less recession.   
5. Recommendation 
In regards to the findings of this research, water pumping machines and pipes at the piers should be sited on the 
side of the pier opposite the direction of the prevailing currents in order reduce siltation occasioned by recession 
of water at the sides of the pier.  
Fish landing beaches should also be sited on the side of the pier opposite the direction of the prevailing currents 
in order to avoid rendering the beaches redundant due to disruption of landing of boats by mud and silt induced by 
recession. 
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